Remix Project
Teacher Guide

INCLUDED IN THE RESOURCE:
• Re-created full Garageband session of ‘Shape of You’ by Ed Sheeran
• Mp3 file of the re-created session
• Empty Garageband session containing relevant tracks, structure & instruments
• Re-created samples & MIDI parts to create a unique remix containing:
o 48 Drum samples (Cymbals, Kicks, Percussion, guitar hits)
o 25 Samples containing Shape Of You instrumental stems, hooks and cuts
o 20 Vocal samples
o MIDI bass part
o Full re-made acapella samples from Shape Of You
• Teacher Guide
• Classroom Powerpoint with success criteria and teaching support content

FIND MORE IN THE STYLE OF…
We’re continuing to expand our ‘In The
Style Of…’ resources to include a wide
range of artists and genres. Please check
the resources section of our website for
regular updates!

5 Approaches to using this resource:
1. Developing understanding of popular music
through exploring structure, lyrics and
instrumentation
2. Developing music technology skills and exploring
how technology and effects are used to create
popular music
3. Create a Remix or mashup
4. Performance activity using the session as a
backing track & guide
5. Exploring lyric writing through re-writing and
re-recording lyrics to a popular song

Setting out a Scheme of Learning
Deciding which approach you want to use with this resource is
crucial to establishing your success criteria or learning
objectives at the start of the unit. Part of the Musical Futures
ethos is about establishing the “teacher” as a facilitator of
learning. Thinking through the project first and preparing the
resources that students will need in order to complete the
project as and when they need them is a much more authentic
way of learning rather than the teacher directing the aspect of
learning each lesson.

“I loved the
project and the
samples were
great for
creating my
remix”
Year 8 student

The PowerPoint included in the resource includes some teaching aids that can be used to
scaffold learning and provide explanations to the key features of the music. Searching ‘Shape
of You Remix’ on YouTube will also provide lots of examples for students to see what the
possibilities are using the material from the original track.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
DO I NEED GARAGEBAND TO USE THE RESOURCE?
No! The resource was designed in Garageband 10.2.0, which would be needed to access
all of the features of the resource, such as the complete re-made session of the track and
the empty track template. Equally the Garageband app can be used on an iPad. However,
all of the samples are .mp3 files and can be used in any music software, such as Cubase
or Ableton etc. In addition, there are generic MIDI files included for the chord sequence
and bass parts etc which can also be used in any software.
HOW MANY SAMPLES ARE INCLUDED?
The resource contains 48 drum samples including cymbals, FX, Kicks, percussion, snare
and claps. There are also some drum loop samples containing the main beats in the track.
There are 25 samples containing hooks and riffs from ‘Shape Of You’.

IS THE LYRIC CONTENT APPROPRIATE TO USE IN THE CLASSROOM?
It depends on your school and the age of the students you want to work with! We create
resources for a wide range of settings – It really does depend on what is acceptable in
your school as each setting is so different. Please check the lyrics before using with your
students.
HOW DO I GET MY STUDENTS USING THE SAMPLES IN THE CLASSROOM?
Where your computers are part of a network you can put the Resource folder in a shared
location for the students to access. In the case of standalone machines, you would need
to copy the resource onto a pen drive and then put the folder on to each computer.
I’M NOT REALLY CONFIDENT USING TECHNOLOGY – WHERE DO I START?
Part of our ethos at Musical Futures is all about the teacher as facilitator and using the
knowledge of everyone in the room to promote learning. So accepting that it isn’t
necessary to know everything and feeling comfortable with using some of your students to
help support others in the class is a good starting point. We’d also recommend that you
do the project yourself first and put yourself in the position of the students so that you
have a good idea of the technology issues and stumbling blocks your students may come
across.
WHAT OTHER RESOURCES WILL I NEED TO USE THIS IN MY CLASSROOM?
The pack includes a Powerpoint to use in the classroom with success criteria and basic
teaching points around structure, texture and creating a drum beat etc. This is designed
as a starting point for your classroom and should be edited to focus the project on what
you want your students to learn and how you want to use the project. It is also useful to
create a bank of ‘how-to’ videos showing students how to carry out different tasks in the
software you are using. Free software such as QuickTime Player allow you to record your
computer screen and your voice to explain how to carry out certain tasks. These videos
can then be accessed by students as and when they need them.

